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Title  Measure, lay and cut materials for tailored garment  

Code  110366L3  

Range  Measure, lay and cut materials to produce tailored garments. This applies to individuals who are 
already equipped with complex garment pattern making competency and are required to 
measure, lay and cut all materials for the making of tailored garments with reference to the 
design, body shape and material characteristics. It may involve the selection and modification of 
patterns to meet design and client’s requirements.  

Level  3  

Credit  5  

Competency  Performance Requirements  

1. Knowledge in the subject area 

Be able to 
 identify the key points of measurement needed for tailored garments 
 apply the methods of body measurement 
 select and modify patterns to meet design and client’s requirements 
 recognise all relevant body shape characteristics that determine the requirements 
 assess the effects of fabric characteristics on garment construction 
 apply the laying and cutting methods for tailored garments 

 
2. Application and process 

Be able to 
 examine body measurements as well as body shape characteristics of the client 
 determine the fabric and incorporate the special needs of the client into the design 
 convert the design into the patterns or select/modify the patterns to meet the 

requirements 
 check materials against quality standards 
 lay up materials according to the design and pattern requirements (e.g. grainline, plaid 

alignment) 
 cut materials according to the design and pattern requirements 
 mark all information needed for tailored garment sewing 

 
3. Exhibit professionalism 

Be able to 
 ensure a thorough understanding of the client’s requirements and preferences 
 demonstrate a good knowledge of body shape characteristics and its effects on tailored 

garments 

Assessment 
Criteria  

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to accomplish: 

 Measuring, laying and cutting materials for making a tailored garment that meets the 
client’s needs. 

Remark   
 

  


